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Nexus CDN/NDG
Terri’s two cents

An hommage to the hardest working team in the borough!
September is usually a busy month for
us at Prevention CDN-NDG, but this
year in particular, September was a
whirlwind of activities.

First the Public Works Department
granted us a contract to deliver the
more than 8.000 compost bins to the
residents of the Loyola District who live
in homes or buildings with 8 or less
apartments.
For 11 days,
over half the
staff of Prev
were out in
force delivering from
about 10 am
to 4pm every
day.

Feedback
was very positive and we
were commended for
our “sunny
disposition”
and for looking like a well-oiled machine.
A total of 8116 bins were delivered.
More information about this new endeavour will appear in future editions.

As well, from September 21-25 we
were out and about celebrating the
hip hop culture with our partners at
Elementality. During five consecutive
days, many of the staff were setting
up, bringing young people and ensuring that a good time was had be all!
In this edition of the Nexus, Emilio Orellana, our festival coordinator lists all the
people and groups who made the
11th edition of the festival possible.

Even with these two major events, our
everyday work continued. School sessions began, people were visited to
verify their security, alleyways were
beautified, neighbours celebrated
together, board met, committees
came together after the summer
break and much more.
I can tell you that without a doubt, as
much as the staff at Prevention CDNNDG work hard daily, this past September showed whose employees are
some of the hardest working I’ve had
the opportunity to work with!
- Terri Ste.Marie

6575 Somerled
Suite 206
514-486-2727
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Food waste pick up starts this month

By now, you must have heard that
the new food waste collection
started in the Loyola district this
October 6th.
If you live in a house, duplex,
triplex or even a multi-unit
dwelling with 8 or fewer apartments, you should have received
your own food composting kit (includes a brown outside bin, a
small counter top bin as well as a
few sample compostable bags).
Éco-quartier NDG staff, along with
their Prevention CDN-NDG brothers and sisters have been very
busy delivering bins. Volunteers
joined us during the deliveries,
and wouldn’t you know it, one of
our volunteers even came up with
a better way to prepare the information to facilitate the distribution! With her great idea to create
kits in the office ahead of time,

more volunteers joined the team
to prepare kits. Another volunteer
worked on a mapping project to
make the deliveries more efficient. The combined effort made
it possible to deliver more than
8000 food waste kits to homes
throughout the Loyola district.
While delivering the kits, many residents stopped and told us how
excited they are that their food
waste will be going to make natural gas, instead of just ending up
in landfill. Many NDGers already
compost, and thus know the benefits of transforming food waste.
Inevitably, some residents are less
excited about the project. They
are concerned that they will have
problems: insects, rodents or other
undesirables. The Éco-quartier
NDG team reminds the residents
that there is no new garbage

being created, that the food
waste being generated is the
same food that would have gone
into the garbage can. If residents
are not currently experiencing
problems with their garbage, they
are even less likely to have problems with the food waste collection. The brown outdoor bins are
designed to be rodent proof. If
however, animals are ever attracted to the food bin, it is recommended to put a little bit of
Vicks-Vapo-Rub® on the bin, it repels most animals.

Today, wandering in the quiet
streets of NDG, I witnessed the
start of a new project in the
neighbourhood -- the food waste
collection. The organization taking
care of this is Éco-quartier NDG (in
partnership with the CDN-NDG
borough) and during the last few
weeks they distributed 8116 compost bins to houses, duplexes, and
buildings with fewer than 8 units. A
‘’starter’’ kit with compostable
bags and flyers was also included,
explaining what this project is
about. From now on, every Thursday the little brown bins must be
out on the street so the collectors
can empty them.
While walking, I saw some bins

that were upside down, empty
and waiting to be filled with more
food next week. To my surprise,
however, this morning some people didn’t have their containers
waiting on the side of their houses.
They had garbage bags out instead. Since it’s the first week of
the new collection, residents
might have been a bit confused
with all the changes. To make
sure they knew about this new
collection, we gave out some
courtesy tickets, which remind residents to separate their food
waste from the garbage.
Please remember to feed your
food collection bin: meat, bones,
fish, egg shells, and the rest of last

night’s dinner are all included in
the collection. Also, don’t forget
to use only compostable bags.
This week, a majority of the residents participated in this beautiful, environmentally friendly
project. We hope that by next
week, everyone will be participating.
For more information about the
program, or upcoming events at
the Éco-quartier NDG, check out
their Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/ecoquartier.ndg/.
- Emmanuelle Gomes-Martel
(language intern at Éco-quartier
NDG)

The Éco-quartier NDG is seeking
your ‘interesting’ items to create
3R Halloween costumes out of recycled materials (until Friday, October 21st). We will be hosting at
least one costume making activity
with our partners this October,
and thus we require a lot of material! Here is a list of some common
items, but please don’t let the list
limit your creativity in what might
make a good costume!

Plastic bottles (water bottles, detergent bottles, etc.), cans, soda
cans, recycling bins.
PAPER, CARDBOARD:
Cardboard wrappings (whole or
in pieces) in all sizes; ex: egg cartons, coffee, FedEx boxes, etc.,
coloured paper (Old flyers, giftwrapping paper), crepe paper,
toilet paper rolls
RANDOM:
All kinds of stickers, plastic bags (in
all shapes and sizes), bubble
wrap, bread and bag ties, CDs,
strings/wool, tools, plastic flowers,

clothespins, towels, aluminium
paper, mechanical wire
COLOURS:
Coloured pencils, colours to paint
(on cardboard)
DECORATIONS, ACCESSORIES
(Anything we can find):
Bottle caps, calculators, remote
controls (to symbolize a robot)
CLOTHES:
Fabric scraps, scarves, any old
clothes
FROM OUTSIDE:
Chestnuts, pinecones, bean pods.
Thank you for your donations!

Feed the Earth

We’re interested to find out what
you think about the new program.
Please check out the Éco-quartier
NDG’s Facebook page to participate in our informal survey to let
us know what you think.
- Nikki Schiebel

Halloween costume creation

List for the Halloween Costumes
BOXES, BOTTLES:

6575 Somerled
Suite 206
514-486-2727
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The green alley people

“The green alley” program includes seven different alleys in
NDG: Prud’homme/Décarie,
Girouard/ Old-Orchard, OldOrchard/Marcil, Marcil/Oxford,
Melrose/Regent, Regent/Clifton
and Hingston/Beaconsfield. The
residents play a huge part in the
success of each alley. To showcase their alleys, we invited residents to write a Nexus article to
describe the project through their
eyes: Discover each alley, hear
their thoughts and read stories
about their laneways. Two amazing ladies from two of our green
alleys in NDG were so thoughtful
as to provide a glimpse of their life
within the green alley project:
Olya Subotic from the Regent/
Clifton green alley and Tanya
Eickhoff, from the Marcil/Oxford
green alley.

The life in the Regent/Clifton
green alley according to Olya «It
is thanks to my husband Luca that
I first heard about the “Green
alley” project with Eco-quartier
NDG. One day, he came home
and told me about this very cool
project where one needs to collect enough signatures (51%) from
the street's residents in order to
get funds from city of Montreal
(Borough of Côte-des-NeigesNotre-Dame-de-Grâce) and invest into their back alley. We
immediately went to the Éco-

quartier NDG web site and
learned more about this initiative.
The information there confirmed
that it was indeed a very cool
project and definitely worth some
effort on our part.

Luca was in charge of collecting
signatures, and for the first time in
the six years that we been living
on our street we met most of our
neighbours. Most of the people
loved the idea of a green alley,
but it still took some time to get
the required percentage of
signatures. Once the project was
approved, we organized a cleanup with the help of Éco-quartier
NDG. It was wonderful to have
most of our neighbours working
together toward the same goal.
Our back alley was a dumping
ground when we first moved into
this neighbourhood, and I disliked
using it. Our two kids were also
avoiding it and we were using
mostly the front stairs to get to our
second floor apartment. Even the
cleanup of the alley made a positive impact, but once the flower
boxes, bicycle racks and benches
were installed, the back alley was
not recognizable anymore.
I knew that we were going to like
the green alley, but I honestly
could not imagine how this project was going to positively impact
our daily life. As I mentioned earlier we live on the second floor,

and before “ruelle verte” I had to
carry my heavy bike up and
down the fire escape. It was physically demanding, so I simply
stopped biking completely. Now I
am a happy biker again and I
bike everywhere. Getting anywhere is only a short ride away.
No gym membership and I am in
great shape, all thanks to Ecoquartier NDG.
Both my husband and I had been
using the fire escape only as the
main entrance to our apartment.
It is nice to walk through our alley
and I always use the opportunity
to water the "Asteraceae" in one
of the beautiful wooden flower
boxes that we are in charge of.
Since this project began our 9year old son become an "alley
rat". He is always playing with his
friends from the street and comes
home only when he is hungry.
There is no nicer sound than kids'
hubbubs on a hot summer day.
Our neighbours are using the alley
benches for coffee breaks, reading or simply enjoying the sun and
the wonderful colours of the
perennials planted in the flower
boxes.

We are now in the process of
completing the green laneways
project with an amazing mural
from a known graffiti artist, Guillaume Lapointe. After he finishes
Continued on page 4

6575 Somerled
Suite 206
514-486-2727
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Perennial plant exchange beautifies NDG

On Saturday, September 17th the
Éco-quartier NDG hosted its 8th
annual perennial plant exchange
in Somerled Park. It was a beautiful day and the gardeners were
out looking to diversify their gardens! Residents brought a variety
of different perennials: hostas,
day-lilies, mint, bleeding hearts,
burning bush, and the list goes on
and on! Some plants were for
sunny spots while others were for
shade. Happily each plant was
identified with an information
sheet, indicating its growing conditions.
The participants took their time
choosing their plants, looking
carefully at each one, determining if that plant would work in their
garden. It made for some great
conversations about plants! I certainly learned a lot.

Always with the environment in
mind, the Éco-quartier NDG
favours perennial plants over annuals for a number of reasons:

• Perennials require only one time
transport (less transport fuel, fewer
plastic or styrofoam plant pots
than with annuals);
• If chosen correctly, they are
adapted to our climate;
• They get larger each year and

Most years the perennial plant exchange creates leftovers (none of
the gardeners want to appear
greedy by taking too much!) and
happily this year’s edition was no
exception, as any leftover plants
were already ear-marked to go to
help out in areas that need some
TLC.
- Nikki Schiebel

The Quebec waste reduction
week (SQRD (semaine québécoise de réduction des déchets)
will run from the 18th to the 26th
of October, this represents an excellent occasion to remind citizens of their consumption habits.
Effectively, the more we consume, the greater our residual
waste increases. Several million
tons of waste will be brought to

the dumping sites every year.
The SQRD is the best time to really
think about our habits and what
they generate.
The Éco-quartier NDG has prepared several activities in order to
encourage this awareness.
Among these activities there are
more than twenty activities for
preschool children at Éco-quartier
NDG. In addition, fourteen com-

posting workshops will also be included for elementary school students. Making Halloween
costumes and arts and crafts
workshops will also be offered.
The goal of these activities create
a direct link with the SQRD by encouraging the citizens to make
Halloween a greener holiday by
avoiding unnecessary accumulation of waste.

are thus ideal for sharing.
If you would like to participate in
the 2017 edition of the perennial
plant exchange, please contact
the Éco-quartier NDG to register.
Registration is not required, but it
will give us the opportunity to
send you a personal invitation!
If at any time during the year you
have plants to share, we’re always happy to ensure that they
find a second home beautifying a
corner of NDG.

Quebec waste reduction week

From page 3

the mural, our back alley will be
truly unrecognizable.
Thank you Éco-quartier NDG for
this cool community project and
for making my life and that of my
family easier, a tiny bit sunnier and
our daily paths much more beautiful. »
- Olya Subotic

The Marcil/Oxford green alley and
their 150 tulips
« My name is Tanya Eickhoff, and,
since last year I became involved
in our Marcil/Oxford green alley
project. We worked hard with the
Éco-quartier NDG to make our
project a success. This involved
reaching out to neighbours, planning the budget, researching and
ordering the plants, planning a
mural, and butting heads with the
city bureaucracy.
Just after our big spring clean-up
when we were preparing for the
plant delivery, I entered our alley

into “The 150th Anniversary Celebration Garden Giveaway”, a
contest offered by the Canadian
Garden Council. I thought it
would be cool to win 150 red and
white tulips for the alley. I had to
write a paragraph about why our
community project deserved to
win. Well, that was easy! I wrote
that people from all over the
world live in our neighbourhood,
of different cultures, religions,
ages, and income levels, and we
all meet up in our beautiful common space to enjoy life together
in peace and harmony – just like
Canada!
I couldn't believe it when 2 huge
boxes were delivered to my door
in September– that's how I found
out we'd won! Now we have to
plan a public event, dig up a
huge space, and invite politicians,
the media, and the general public for a planting ceremony. It's a
crazy amount of work but next
spring we'll have an awesome

green alley and the excuse for
another party! I invite you all to
come to the ceremony, or take a
stroll anytime through the alley
between Marcil/Oxford and Sherbrooke/de Maisonneuve. It will be
on Saturday, October 15th, at
11:00 am. Come and see what's
possible when regular folks like us
work together to turn a dirty
urban alley into a beautiful garden. Who knows, you might want
to start a green alley too! »
- Tanya Eickhoff

For more information about “the
Green alley” project in NDG,
please visit us please visit our website http://preventioncdnndg.org/
eco-quartier/green-lane-ways/; or
our Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/NDGRuellesVertes/.

- Nouha Dhahri

Halloween trick-ortreating safety tips

Children should:
• Go only to well-lit
houses and remain
on porches rather
than entering houses.
• Travel in small
groups and be accompanied by an adult.
• Know their home phone number
in case an emergency telephone
call is necessary.
• Have their names and addresses attached to their costumes (preferably hidden under
their costume).
• Bring treats home before eating
them so parents can inspect
them.
• Use costume knives and swords
that are flexible, not rigid or sharp.
• Do not go into a stranger’s automobile.
When walking in neighbourhoods
children should:
• Use flashlights, stay on sidewalks
and avoid crossing yards.
• Cross streets at the corner, use
crosswalks (where they exist) and
do not cross between parked
cars.

• Stop at all corners and stay together in a group before crossing.
• Wear clothing that is bright, reflective and flame retardant. REMEMBER: A flame-retardant
costume does not mean that it is
fire proof. Always keep your costume away from any type of
open flame or other heat sources.
• Consider using face paint instead of masks. (Masks can obstruct a child's vision.)
• Avoid wearing hats that will slide
over their eyes.
• Avoid wearing long, baggy or
loose costumes or oversized shoes
(to prevent tripping).
• Look left, right and left again
before crossing the street.
• Use the buddy system, and
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the curbside, not
on the traffic side.

make sure you have at least one
buddy with you the entire
evening.

Parents and adults should:
• Supervise the outing for children
under age 12.
• Establish a curfew (a return
time) for older children.
• Parents should plan a route for
your child to use while trick-ortreating and set an early return
time for your child.
• Prepare homes for trick-ortreaters by clearing porches,
lawns and sidewalks and by placing jack-o-lanterns away from
doorways and landings.
• Avoid giving choking hazards
such as gum, peanuts, hard candies or small toys as treats to
young children.
• Do not hand out homemade or
unwrapped candies to children.
• When your children return
home, examine and discard all
candies that are not factory
sealed or wrapped by the candy
manufacturer. Never eat homemade or unwrapped treats.

Parents and adults should ensure
the safety of pedestrian trick-ortreaters:
• Make sure children are supervised as they cross the street.
• Drive slowly.
• Watch for children in the street
and on medians.
• Exit driveways and alleyways
carefully.
• Have children get out of cars on

Tips about pumpkins and decorations:
• Carve pumpkins
on stable, flat surfaces with good
lighting.
• Have children draw a face on
the outside of the pumpkin and
have parents do the cutting.
• Be sure to place lit pumpkins
well away from anything that can
burn and far enough out of your
way of trick-or-treaters, doorsteps,
walkways and yards. Do not leave
lit pumpkins unattended.
• It is safest to use a flashlight or
battery-operated candle in a
jack-o-lantern. If you use a real
candle, use extreme caution.
Make sure children are watched
at all times when candles are lit.
When lighting candles inside jacko-lanterns, use long, fireplace
style matches or a utility lighter.
• Dried flowers, cornstalks and
crepe paper are highly flammable. Keep these and other decorations well away from all open
flames and heat sources, including light bulbs and heaters.
• Remember to keep exits clear
of decorations, so nothing blocks
escape routes.
• Tell children to stay away from
open flames. Be sure they know
how to stop, drop and roll if their
clothing catches fire. (Have them
practice, stopping immediately,
dropping to the ground, covering
their face with hands, and rolling
over and over to put the flames
out.)
Parents are encouraged to share
these tips with their children to ensure a safe and enjoyable
evening for the entire family.
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Hip Hop You Don’t Stop 2016

The urban arts festival Hip Hop
You Don’t Stop (HHYDS), organized by Elementality and Prévention CDN-NDG, took place in
several different locations in Côtedes-Neiges–Notre-Dame-deGrâce (CDN-NDG)’s borough
from September 21st - 25th. Each
day had a different event and I
was able to participate in three of
them.

CISM’s studios visit awaiting the Showcase Queens and Kings.

Photography – Opening event
The photography exhibit on September 21st opened the festival.
This event, coordinated by Mariel
Rosenblüth, gathered diverse
artists and photographers currently based in Montreal, who
were present to an open exchange with the public about
their artwork. We learned about
their background as well as their
motivation and creative process.
It was a very enriching evening!

Awaiting the Showcase Queens and Kings.

Showcase Queens and Kings
Fanny, outreach worker at La
Voie high school, mobilized
around 15 teenagers to participate in the Friday night Showcase
Queens and Kings. Karl and I accompanied them to the show.
After a pizza supper, we went to
the University of Montreal’s Centre
d’essai, where the event took
place. While waiting for the show
to start, we managed to organize
a short visit of CISM 89,3, the student radio station’s recording studios, located in the same

building. We
also played
some social
games.
When the show
started, we saw
many awesome
performances,
Some of which
were W.O.R.D.,
Hustle (Bboyizm), Speech
and End of the
A youth from our
Weak. Speech is
group, who went on
stage to participate in a musical projthe MC’s anti-battle. ect for youth
that has been
offered in CDN-NDG. The selfmanaged collective performed
original pieces from its brand new
album, of which all songs were
completely written, composed
and performed by the youth.
Following the very impressive per-

enabled youth to express themselves, discover musical passion,
and even musical talent.

Kids enjoying the painting kiosk.

Elementakiza
Elementakiza was the final HHYDS
festival event which included several activities: DJs, live bands, murals on trucks, documentary
screening, barber battle, dance
workshops, etc. I only saw bits and
pieces of all these activities because, with the help of very proactive volunteers from La Voie high
school, we managed the painting
activity with kids. We worked like little bees until nightfall to allow our
young (and not so young!) artists
create their masterpiece(s). I don’t
even know how my HHYDS hoodie
stayed white!!!

Group picture afther the cypher.

formances from End of the
Weak’s artists, they included audience members by inviting them to
jump into an MC anti-battle on
stage. As the artists previously did,
the participants had two minutes
to rap about random things
picked from a bag. An eleven
year-old boy from our group and
another teenage girl tried it out
and both of them impressed the
audience as well as the artists with
their performance! The show
ended in a huge cypher in which
many teens participated. In all, it
was a very positive evening which

Group picture afther the cypher.

Staff and volunteers doing the morning
shift. Unfortunately, we do not have a similar picture with the evening shift people, as
we were not able to gather everyone: we
were all too busy!!!

A big thank you to the volunteers
who were with me at the painting
kiosk in the afternoon: I was impressed by your efficiency and I
had a lot of fun!
But these volunteers at the painting
kiosk were not the only ones who
made Elementakiza a success: it
was near 30 volunteers, almost all
from La Voie high school, who lent
us a strong hand. A HUGE thank
you to all of you! Your work undoubtedly contributed in making
this event a major success. Thank
you!
- Julie Robillard
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A few words from Emilio Orellana, Festival Coordinator

The love, the ideas, the work and
the support brought to Hip Hop
You Don't Stop by each of the
people and organisations named
below made this festival an amazing learning experience and fun
time for many, many people. We
believe Hip Hop is a culture and
lifestyle that can bring a positive
change to our lives through collaboration, unity, exchange and
respect. The activities held from
September 21 to September 25
proved it.
We wish you all a peaceful fall
and a lot of creativity and determination in what you undertake!
!Merci, Thank you, Gracias!

To Prevention CDN-NDG, for making this possible and for constant
support in all aspects of the production of the festival. Terri
Ste. Marie, Alain Mankarios,
Marc Pagliarulo-Beauchemin
(Communications) Guillaume aka
Zek (graffiti) Joseph Lambert,
Fanny Lavigne, Julie Robillard,
Brigitte Chrétien, Geneviève
Bergevin, Eero Piilokivi, Bill Roy,
Marc A. Felix, Mesay Girma,
Karl Thomas, Fred Clarke, Nikki
Schiebel, Jennifer Chapman

To Elementality: Felipe Alias Chilly,
Assistant-Coordinator and responsible for street dance, Gab Aubry
Bianca Lecompte Crespo & Siam
Obregon, Social Media and
Photography.
- Legz Crew & DKC Freeze (Street
Dance)
- A'Shop : Roskoe Idiosti & Fluke
Art, Graffiti Jam and Elementakiza
- CKUT 90.3FM Louise Burns, Pantin
Pro-v Daniels All Da Way Live

Radio, co-organization HHYDS
Radio Conference
- Benoit Beaudry Ghetto Erudit,
co-organization-HHYDS Radio
Conference
- Mariel Rosenblüth + Yasmine
Faddal Guérin, organization
photo exhibit and photography
- Naïma Francisque, communication stagiaire.
- Our hosts: Raphaël Santarossa,
Marley Nolls, Meryem Saci,
- Essential support: Steven Heaps,
Amelia Orellana-Coté, Javier
Santana, Paolo Soto Plaestro,
Alexandra Croze (sérigraphie
workshops and HHYDS shirts),
Camilo Niño,Travis Wentzell.
Artists & invitees:
Dramatik, Urban Science, Illa
J,End of the Weak Montreal,
D-track, Sun Shan, Richard Skribe,
Xavier Téhu Gauthier, Bboyizm
Dance Company, Les Ateliers
Speech, W.O.R.D. (Writing Our
Rhymes Down), Alquimia Verbal,
Strange Froots, Keep it Rila - Rilabeats, Savage Queens, Bboy
Kwikstep (NYC),Bgirl

Rokafella(NYC), Dj DpOne (NYC),
Frankie Mirano, Santiago Automata, DJ Sweet La Rock,
Shadow studio (FR), Dj Manzo, Dj
Killa Jewel, Ankhone, @herezi,
Fonki, The Roots Remain, Jean Sebastien Francoeur, Fleo, Astro,
Five 8, Rouks, Miss Teri , @Strike ,
Eric Dufour, MONK.E, @Fiuser,
@IHOW, @JAB, @LoyolaDanceCrew, Jez Muertadel, Étienne
Champagne, Miss vVv, Gregory
Blaster Peters, Redd Dredd, Riff
Tabaracci, Chad Damord, Sam
Rick, Leah McFly-Waackeisha,
Carlos Guerra, Alexandre Janito,
Jessica Valoise, Yanissa Gp,
Manikmati Photography, Karine

LaRocque, Hoi Do.
To Maïa Pons-Van Dijk for the
graphics

TO the graffiti on truck battle participants, to Queens & Kings
Breakdance battle, to the Barbershop Battle, to End of The Weak,
and other events!
Partners
- Heritage Canada
- Ville de Montreal
- Arrondissement CDN-NDG
- CKUT 90.3FM

- CISM 89.3FM
- CAMUZ
- Les Actualités
- Sunday Scratch Sessions
- La Chaise Rouge
- Ecole de Coiffure Internationale
- Musitechnic
- Eco quartier NDG
- Centre Sportif NDG
- Studio NoBadSound
- Maison des Jeunes CDN
- Centre sportif CDN
- Mobilisation Fielding Walkley
- Table Jeunesse Ndg
- Centre communautaire des
loisirs CDN
-Loyola Center
- BC en Fête
-École secondaire Lavoie
- Animateurs-trices de parc CDN
Venues: Dollar Cinema, Centre
d'essai de l'université de Montreal,, @centre de ressources
communautaires de CDN, Le
Belmont, Sutton Plumbing
Commanditaires:
-Moog Audio, Le Sino, Simplex locations d'outils, @auberge saint
jacques, Paradis Montreal,
Restaurant Boom J, Che Churro.

Special thanks to Success
Clothing for the clothing gear!
#hhyds2016
- Emilio Orellana
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Volunteers at HHYDS 2016

For the second year in a row, we
had the pleasure welcoming
youth volunteers from the international program at La Voie for the
Elementakiza event at our Hip Hop
You Don't Stop festival.
27 youths were very helpful
throughout the day : they assisted
with the set-up and the cleaning,
took great pictures (check them
on the festival's Facebook page!),
animated the kid's painting zone,

NDG! We also take this opportunity to share with them the core
values of our organization, such as
team work, respect, empowerment, community mobilization,

Prévention CDN-NDG, we believe
it is very important to implicate
youth from the neighbourhood in
a community event such as our
Hip Hop You Don't Stop festival.
The youth get to see first hand
community mobilization in action
and we hope it strengthen their
sense of attachment to CDN-

were part of the security team,
welcomed citizens to the festival,
handed out flyers, took care of
the banner, etc.
We want to highlight the excellent
work they did. The teenagers were
responsible, open minded, patient
and independent. For us, at

support and autonomy. Be
warned, these youth are very inspiring and we hope to work with
them again sooner than later!
A big THANK YOU to our young
volunteers : Kessy, Timothy, Yasmine, Thurithigha, Justine, Virthurshana, Katty, Qingxi, Ruth, Fatima,
Slava, Saikou, Joseph, Aswin, Thuvaragah, Edwin, Vithushiya, Ashley, Eisha, Fatima Maria, Jessa,
Kurinchy, Dhanusri, Kenneth, Kathleen, Saviththan and Luca!
- Fanny Lavigne

Park Animators in CDN

« We spent a very nice summer »,
mentioned the youth who spent
the summer in Côte-des-Neiges’
parks.
Groups of youth were taken care
of by our park animators. Financed by Service Canada, the

CDN Park Animators (from left to right):
John Tshitense, Toni-Anne Fowler, MinhTuan Lam, Janice Trinh, Rubina Kasparian
and Andres Gomez.

CDN Park Animators’ project consist of six students, working 35
hours a week, to animate youth
aged from 10 to 17 years old who
frequently hang out in Côte-des-

Neiges’ parks.
They were trained in animation
and conflict resolution, as well as
the neighbourhood realities. Their
mandate was to animate teens
that were not part of day camps
during summer because some
families do not have the means to
send their kids to day camps
and/or other summer activities.
That is exactly why this project
was created. Nevertheless, we do
not exclude any other teens who
are interested in our activities, All
youth are welcome to participate!
A lot of activities and sports such
as soccer, basketball, ping-pong
and water games were offered in
the parks. The animators went on
outings to La Ronde and Super
Aqua Club water slides with the
youth as well. Both outings were
organized by the Table de concertation Jeunesse of CDN and
the Centre communautaire et de
Loisirs of CDN. Finally, the animators organized a whole animation
day at Lac des Castors, with a
scavenger hunt and a self

defence course, followed by a
pic-nic.

Chief Park Animator, Jean-Claude Kumuyange, got a lesson on how to make
coffee from Tandem’s Geneviève Bergevin.

We would like to thank all the parents for their trust, the teens for
their participation, the City of
Montreal for the La Ronde tickets,
Service Canada for the funding,
and our animators for their generosity, their openness, and for
having taken great care of our
youth.
- Marc-Alain Félix
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What else is going on at Prev?
Following Hip Hop You
Don’t Stop

Last week, Terri along with
Fluke from the A’Shop Collective were guests on
CJAD’s The Night Side Program. Natasha Hall, hostess of the show had met
with us during Hip Hop You
Don’t Stop’s Graffiti Jam
Within Vélo Québec's Cycliste Averti program, Julie Robilheld on Saturday, Septemlard, Geneviève Bergevin and Eero Piilokivi participated in a ber 24. She was impressed
bike mechanics work-shop to continue their training to be
with all the work done by
able to accompany school groups for bike excursions.
the artists and invited us on
to discuss graffiti arts.

As part of Les Initiées project, Côtedes-Neiges' teenage girls participated
in a self-defence class. This same
course had already been given at Van
Horne and Kent parks during the summer. This fall, park Jean-Brillant hosted
the workshop. The girls simply LOVED it!!!

Prev got some tickets to go see the Montreal Alouttes this summer!

The Jeunes leaders
project is back, for 14
to 20 year’s old. Jeunes leaders is a leadership program for
youth by youth that
was created to empower young
teenagers. The program’s goal is to create a community
project in the NDG
area that can touch
the social norms in the
everyday teenage
life. The group will be
meeting every Thursday @the Carrefour
jeunesse emplois NDG
from 5 to 8pm starting
on November 3rd
2016.

Sorting school supplies to give back to those in need!

The Park Animators brought a group of kids to La Ronde this summer!
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Upcoming Halloween events

Friday 28/10
from 4pm to
6:30pm!

We will be offering several activities for younger and
older kids and you will walk away with a bag of candy!
It’s all FREE! For more info contact us!

Halloween activities
at 6767 Cote-desNeiges, 6th floor!

